Dear Mr. Kinder Esq.,

You would know when being the first to arrive at the local liquor shop in Guatay, California, the closest and smallest of one street towns possibly in all of this totally bankrupt United States State, that waiting in line are the local alcoholics who stench of alcohol but have enough dignity to say, “I am not buying this for myself”, alcohol addiction very much at the heart of this nation suffering the most from, “Poverty of Thought” which western humankind has so expertly spread wherever there are earthly riches that require enslaving the local population who succumb very easily to temptation when first refusing to die instantly from a bullet fired from the biggest gun, making quite a mockery of this notion, “The rule of law”.

I make it my business-personal while very much familiar with the history of warfare that immediately following the defeat of the weaker armed peoples results in the victors’ hoards of lawyers descending much like the plague, their speed, their devouring nature totally consuming, to of course work within the law that is now the death-nail of all those relying on “the rule of law” as their hypocrisy now spreads over the internet like wildfire; bearing constantly in mind how the Supernatural exists even within the most deprived of minds who don’t care to be shamed let alone have their FOOLS NAMES, FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES be placed on my, someone whose credibility is up there with the best of them, www.just3ants.com “$ hit list” [sic]; not to mention that when you control the allocation of the world’s resources, all the while having those suffering the most from “Poverty of thought” that the “Free market” exists, the one thing you always make certain of when leading the masses in to war to fight their equally poor brothers and sisters, is to make beer so very cheap it is always affordable.

You would know that to kill someone not suffering from “Poverty of Thought” you first have to murder their reputation.

Quite a scene I saw very recently that had an American GI yelling, using the F word at a bunch of Iraqis protesting his presence, “I am here fighting for you f...ing freedom” without thinking that when telling them to “shut up” he was also telling them, “to hell with Freedom of Speech”.

Such actions and words not lost on those Special Forces commandos who are so very well trained beginning with their Commanding Officers never daring to shout, let alone belittle given how to first be accepted in the best of the best Special Forces units found in places such as Israel and China one doesn’t need to be
brainwashed by loudmouths about what freedoms are being fought for especially when you have the Mediterranean Sea to your back.

Also, make no mistake, not all Israelis are peaceful, especially those transplanted from places like South Africa, Great Britain and the United States whose value system is all about “money, me”, and of course you would understand that it is not only me but folks like the Mossad who knows this only too well.

Mr. Kinder, I know not only how to cover a lot of ground in each one of my communications but make certain the most important people in the world, beginning with those commanding Special Forces commandos on all sides into battle never get bored with what I have to say.

Suffice to say, there could be a problem with Mr. Clark receiving and/or sending emails at least as it applies to me.

To the best of my knowledge February’s rent due on February 1st has not been paid although I will recheck with my bank tomorrow.

He has been late for several months now. Mr. Clark has explained his tardiness due to his “shortage of cash”.

No one needs to explain to me what is going on the capital and financial markets that make it increasingly tougher for entrepreneurs to survive let alone prosper.

When, however, one has a landlord such as myself who is not only credible but so very supportive of hard working entrepreneurs, one would expect that I would be the last one in the world anyone honest let alone smart would choose to “short change”.

At the same time I know from personal experience the more familiar one is with those whose formal education has interfered with their learning not only does it “breed contempt” but such misguided individuals will first “hate” those trying to help them the most as they go about finding the most comfort with those just like themselves.

Mr. Clark knows that not only does he have a business and a location that is attractive but he lives with his family on the water’s edge and therefore even if he wasn’t able make a penny off the business in the “off season” he would be responsible to make the rent payment in a timely manner by going out and getting a job even if it is only to pick up a welfare check.

Summer is moments away and Mr. Clark knows that he has one more summer season remaining on his lease.

Please write Mr. Clark a letter spelling this all out.

Sincerely,
Ps – I know of quite a number of people including very possibly my niece, Debra Gevisser Danziger who would give their “eye teeth” including Dr. John K. Pollard Esq. to make a go of this very excellent business with the most extraordinarily good location, each of the 3 bedrooms with both an ocean and one-of-a-kind forest view.

The hyperlink below shows a view of the very high-low tide harbor of Minehead and photos below that show the view from the inside of the café that it looked to me like Mr Clark had updated.

http://just3ants.com/FamilyTrees/GevisserBadash/zena/impwom/default.shtml

From: Marie Dion Gevisser [mailto:mdg0013@yahoo.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 02, 2008 10:57 AM
To: John K. Pollard Jr.
Cc: gevisser@sbcglobal.net
Subject: Re: A UNIQUE TEA HOUSE WITH A VIEW FOR YOUR NEXT TRIP TO CHINA
Ya sure! I am not that keen on tea!

Marie

typist: GG

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: John K. Pollard Jr. <jkpjkp@alum.mit.edu>
To: Gary S. Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>; MARIE DION GEVISSER <MDG0013@YAHOO.COM>
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 11:12:00 AM
Subject: A UNIQUE TEA HOUSE WITH A VIEW FOR YOUR NEXT TRIP TO CHINA

Subject: Fwd: NOT FOR THE FAINT HEARTED

You should try the tea at this place in China

Try a mountain trail stroll in China.
1st - Let's take the tram up to the start of the trail.
Now follow the path.